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Abstract Spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) is
believed to structure neuronal networks by slowly chang-
ing the strengths (or weights) of the synaptic connections
between neurons depending upon their spiking activity,
which in turn modifies the neuronal firing dynamics. In this
paper, we investigate the change in synaptic weights induced
by STDP in a recurrently connected network in which the
input weights are plastic but the recurrent weights are fixed.
The inputs are divided into two pools with identical constant
firing rates and equal within-pool spike-time correlations,
but with no between-pool correlations. Our analysis uses the
Poisson neuron model in order to predict the evolution of the
input synaptic weights and focuses on the asymptotic weight
distribution that emerges due to STDP. The learning dynam-
ics induces a symmetry breaking for the individual neurons,
namely for sufficiently strong within-pool spike-time corre-
lation each neuron specializes to one of the input pools. We
show that the presence of fixed excitatory recurrent connec-
tions between neurons induces a group symmetry-breaking
effect, in which neurons tend to specialize to the same input
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pool. Consequently STDP generates a functional structure
on the input connections of the network.
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1 Introduction

Learning at the level of neurons is believed to give rise to
functional pathways in neuronal networks, which take part
in distinguishing stimuli when performing a recognition task.
For example, the primary visual cortex is organized into areas
sensitive to different aspects of visual stimuli, viz., ocular
dominance and orientation fields (Hubel and Wiesel 1962).
Possible underlying mechanisms have been the subject of
many studies (von der Malsburg 1973; Swindale 1996; Choe
and Miikkulainen 1998; Elliott and Shadbolt 1999; Wenisch
et al. 2005; Goodhill 2007) to reproduce and explain such
synaptic self-organization (Kohonen 1982).

Synaptic plasticity describes mechanisms that take place
at the “connection” site between two neurons (synapse), when
the synaptic weight related to the post-synaptic response to
a single pulse is strengthened (potentiation) or weakened
(depression). Recent studies have established the importance
of the timing of individual spikes in synaptic plasticity
(Gerstner et al. 1996; Markram et al. 1997; Bi and Poo 2001),
leading to the concept of spike-timing-dependent plasticity
(STDP). Previous studies have shown how STDP can imple-
ment input selectivity according to the spike-time correlation
structure of input spike trains for single neurons and feed-
forward networks (Kempter et al. 1999; Leibold et al. 2002;
Gütig et al. 2003; Burkitt et al. 2004; Meffin et al. 2006).
In a companion paper (Gilson et al. 2009), we extended the
theory developed by Kempter et al. (1999), Burkitt et al.
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of
the network setup studied in this
paper. The neuronal network
(top circle) has fixed recurrent
connections (thin arrows) and is
stimulated by two pools of
external inputs with equal
within-pool spike-time
correlation (filled bottom
circles) with plastic input
weights (thick arrows)

(2007) to the case of a recurrent network where the input
connections are subject to STDP and the recurrent connec-
tions are fixed. We showed that STDP can induce at the same
time for each neuron both a homeostatic equilibrium on the
input weights, in which the mean pre-synaptic input weight
and the output firing rate stabilize over time, and a potentia-
tion of some input weights depending on the input correlation
structure.

In this paper, we extend that previous analysis (Gilson
et al. 2009) to focus on the case where the network illus-
trated in Fig. 1 is stimulated by two input pools whose spike
trains have similar characteristics, namely homogeneous ini-
tial input weights, identical firing rates and equal within-pool
spike-time correlations. We analyze particularly the concept
of symmetry breaking, which consists of the specialization
of the neurons to just one of the input pools. It has been previ-
ously demonstrated that STDP can implement this symmetry
breaking for a single neuron stimulated by two input pools
having the same firing rate and spike-time correlation: STDP
causes a neuron with initially homogeneous input weights to
become sensitive to only one of the two pools (Gütig et al.
2003). In this paper we extend the study by Gütig et al. (2003)
to the case of a recurrently connected network stimulated
by two input pools as described above. We use a frame-
work developed in a companion paper (Gilson et al. 2009),
which describes how the network activity, viz. firing rates
and spike-time correlations, determines the weight evolution
that occurs on a slower time scale than the neuronal activation
mechanisms.

After presenting STDP model (Sect. 2.1) and neuron
model (Sect. 2.2) that we use, we recapitulate the theoret-
ical framework developed by Gilson et al. (2009) to describe
the evolution of the neuronal activity in a network consisting
of an arbitrary number of neurons stimulated by an arbitrary
number of external sources (Sect. 2.3). We then investigate
the impact of fixed recurrent connections on the learning
dynamics in the case of two pools of external inputs with
identical characteristics (Sect. 3).

2 Modeling learning and neuronal activity

2.1 Hebbian additive STDP

Spike-timing-dependent plasticity describes the change of
synaptic weight according to the precise timing of spikes.
Here, we constrain our study to the contributions induced by
single spikes and pairs of spikes, and use the so-called Heb-
bian additive STDP model (Kempter et al. 1999). We keep
in mind its limitations compared to more elaborate versions
of STDP involving, for example, weight-dependence (van
Rossum et al. 2000; Bi and Poo 2001; Gütig et al. 2003) or
triplets of spikes (Sjöström et al. 2001; Pfister and Gerstner
2006; Appleby and Elliott 2006); see Morrison et al. (2008)
for a review. For two neurons in and out connected by a syn-
apse in → out with weight J , the weight change δ J induced
by a sole pair of pre- and post-synaptic spikes at times t in and
tout respectively is given by the sum of three contributions,

δ J = η

⎧
⎨

⎩

win at time t in

wout at time tout

W (t in − tout) at time max(t in, tout).

(1)

The constant win (resp. wout) accounts for the effect of each
pre-synaptic (post-synaptic) spike, which occurs at time t in

(tout). The STDP learning window function W describes the
contribution of each pair of pre- and post-synaptic spikes in
terms of the difference between the spike times t in − tout

(Gerstner et al. 1996; Kempter et al. 1999). Figure 2 illus-
trates a typical choice of W where pre-synaptic spikes that
take part in the firing of post-synaptic spikes induce a weight
potentiation (Hebb 1949). All these contributions are scaled
by a learning parameter η, typically very small (η � 1), so
that learning occurs very slowly compared to the other neu-
ronal and synaptic mechanisms. See Gilson et al. (2009) for
more details.
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 0 

 15

spike−time difference (ms)

Fig. 2 Example of STDP window function W . It consists of one decay-
ing exponential for potentiation (left curve) with time constant 17 ms
and one for depression (right curve) with 34 ms. See Appendix C for
details on the parameters
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2.2 Poisson neuron model

In the Poisson neuron model, the spiking mechanism of a
given neuron i is approximated by an inhomogeneous Pois-
son process driven by an intensity function ρi (t), in order
to generate an output spike-time series Si (t) (Kempter et al.
1999). The rate function ρi (t) is to be related to the soma
potential and it evolves over time according to the activity
of its synapses (indexed by k), whose spike-time series are
denoted by Ŝk(t),

ρi (t) = ν0 +
∑

k

[

Kik(t)
∑

n

ε
(

t − t̂k,n − d̂ik

)
]

. (2)

The constant ν0 is the spontaneous firing rate (identical for all
the neurons), which accounts for other pre-synaptic connec-
tions that are not considered in detail. Each pre-synaptic spike
induces a variation of ρi (t) taken care of by the post-synaptic
potential (PSP), which is determined by the synaptic weights
Kik , the post-synaptic response kernel ε, and the delays d̂ik .
The kernel function ε models the PSP due to the current
injected into the post-synaptic neuron as a consequence of
a single pre-synaptic spike; ε(t) is normalized to one, i.e.,∫

ε(t)dt = 1, and in order to preserve causality, we have
ε(t) = 0 for t < 0. A PSP also incorporates a fixed delay,
denoted by d̂ik for the kth synaptic connection to neuron i .
The overall synaptic influx is the sum of the PSPs over all
spike times t̂k,n (related to the kth synapse, and indexed by
n). We only consider positive weights here, i.e., excitatory
synapses. See Gilson et al. (2009) for more details.

2.3 Learning equations and network activity

In a companion paper (Gilson et al. 2009), a dynamical sys-
tem of equations was derived to describe the impact of STDP
on the neuronal dynamics, where the variables of importance
are the firing rates and the pairwise spike-time correlations
(cf. Sect. 2.1), as well as the weights. In the present paper, we
use this framework together with further-derived equations to
study the weights dynamics in more depth. The same assump-
tions are used: the synaptic plasticity occurs on a much slower
time scale than the neuronal activation dynamics (adiabatic
hypothesis); the expectation values of the firing rates and
pairwise covariances are constant in time for the external
inputs, hence quasi-constant for the network neurons respec-
tively.

2.3.1 Description of the network activity

We consider a recurrently connected network of N Poisson
neurons stimulated by M Poisson spike trains (a.k.a. external
inputs or sources), as shown in Fig. 3a. In addition to receiv-
ing synaptic input from some external sources, each neuron

a

b

Fig. 3 Presentation of the network notation. a Schematic representa-
tion of one of the M external inputs (bottom circle, indexed by 1 ≤ k ≤
N ) and two of the N network neurons (top circles, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ). The
input connections have plastic weights Kik(t) (thick arrows) while the
recurrent connections have fixed weights Ji j (thin arrows). The output
spike trains of the input k and neuron i are denoted by Ŝk(t) and Si (t)
respectively. b The table shows the variables that describe the neuronal
activity: time-averaged firing rates ν̂ and ν; covariance coefficients Ĉ
and F ; and the variables related to the synaptic connections: weights K
and J ; delays d̂ and d

also excites other neurons via connections that may form
feedback loops in the network, but without self-connections.
Typically both M and N are large; nK denotes the number
of input connections and n J the number of recurrent con-
nections in a given network. Partially connected networks
are generated by randomly assigning input-to-neuron and
neuron-to-neuron connections.

Spikes are considered to be instantaneous events; the spike
trains of the external input k (1 ≤ k ≤ M) and of the network
neuron i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) are modeled using delta-functions (Di-
rac comb) and denoted by Ŝk(t) and Si (t), respectively. We
define the time-averaged firing rate νi (t) of neuron i , using
T as much larger time scale than that of the neuronal acti-
vation mechanisms but much smaller than the learning time
scale related to η−1 (Kempter et al. 1999; Burkitt et al. 2007;
Gilson et al. 2009),

νi (t) := 1

T

t∫

t−T

〈
Si (t

′)
〉
dt ′, (3)

where 〈Si (t)〉 is the instantaneous firing rate averaged over
the randomness, which is self-averaging (van Hemmen 2001).
Likewise for the firing rate ν̂k(t) of input k, which is constant
in time.

We use the following neuron-to-input time-averaged
covariance Fik and covariance coefficient F�

ik for a given
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kernel � between neuron i and input k (Gilson et al. 2009)

Fik(t, u) := 1

T

t∫

t−T

〈
Si (t

′) Ŝk(t
′ + u)

〉
dt ′

− 1

T

t∫

t−T

〈
Si (t

′)
〉 〈

Ŝk(t
′ + u)

〉
dt ′ , (4)

F�
ik (t) :=

+∞∫

−∞
�(u)Fik(t, u − d̂ik) du.

The terms in (4) incorporate the delay d̂ik , which accounts
for the transmission time required for a spike fired by input
k to reach the synaptic site k → i .

Likewise, the input time-averaged covariance Ĉkl and the
input covariance coefficient Ĉ�

kl between inputs k and l are
defined by

Ĉkl(t, u) := 1

T

t∫

t−T

〈
Ŝk(t

′) Ŝl(t
′ + u)

〉
dt ′

− 1

T

t∫

t−T

〈
Ŝk(t

′)
〉 〈

Ŝl(t
′ + u)

〉
dt ′ , (5)

Ĉ�
kl (t) :=

+∞∫

−∞
�(u)Ĉkl(t, u) du.

Note that the input covariance coefficients do not involve
delays.

The covariances Ĉkl(t, u) by convention do not incorpo-
rate the “atomic” discontinuity at u = 0 as a consequence of
the autocorrelation of the stochastic processes Ŝk for k = l,
namely 〈Ŝk(t)〉 δ(u), where δ is the Dirac delta function. See
Gilson et al. (2009) for details.

In the remainder of this paper, we consider a particular
network topology inspired by Kempter et al. (1999), Gütig
et al. (2003), where the external inputs are divided into two
independent pools, with homogeneous characteristics within
each pool (viz. firing rates and spike-time correlations) and
homogeneous connectivity from each input pool to each neu-
ron group as illustrated in Fig. 1. The term ‘pool’ will always
refer to the external inputs, the term ‘group’ to the neurons
they input to.

2.3.2 Generation of ‘delta-correlated’ input spike trains

The external inputs that stimulate the groups of neurons are
partitioned into a given number of pools, such that inputs
from the same pool are correlated but independent of inputs
from different pools. The firing rates of inputs within a pool
are all identical. Positive within-pool correlation is generated

so that, for any input, a given portion of its spikes occurs at
the same time as some other spikes within the pool, whereas
the remainder occur at independent times (Gütig et al. 2003;
Meffin et al. 2006). By this way, we obtain input spike trains
Ŝk(t) with “instantaneous” firing rates 〈Ŝk(t)〉 = ν̂0 and, for
k �= l, pairwise covariances Ĉkl(t, u) defined in (5)

Ĉkl(t, u) 	 ĉ ν̂0 δ(u), (6)

where 0 ≤ ĉ ≤ 10−1 is the correlation strength (chosen to be
small) and δ is the Dirac delta-function. Since inputs from the
same pool are only correlated for u = 0, we refer to them as
‘delta-correlated’ inputs. See Gilson et al. (2009, Sect. 2.3.7)
for more details.

2.3.3 Analysis of the weight dynamics

In a companion paper (Gilson et al. 2009), we derived a
dynamical system to analyze the steady states of the
neuron firing-rates and of the weights, as well as their stabil-
ity. This system of equations (Gilson et al. 2009, Eqs. 18a–
c) described the evolution of the expectation value of the
weights, i.e., the first order of the stochastic process. In the
remainder of the present paper, we refer to this leading order
as the drift of the dynamics, in comparison to higher orders of
the stochastic process, some of which are related to autocor-
relation effects. In the present paper, we focus on symmetry
breaking, which relies upon higher-order stochastic dynam-
ics; consequently, this phenomenon cannot be completely
captured by the analysis of Gilson et al. (2009, Eqs. 18a–
c). It is, however, possible to use our formalism to further
analyze symmetry breaking, in a similar manner to the eval-
uation of the weight variance growth (Kempter et al. 1999;
Burkitt et al. 2007).

We want to evaluate the second moment of the weight
dynamics, so we need to consider single stochastic trajecto-
ries (realizations of the random process). In the remainder of
this paper, we assume that all the input delays are identically
equal to d̂, and likewise all the recurrent delays are equal
to d. The learning Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

dK �
ik (t)

dt
= win Ŝk(t − d̂) + wout Si (t)

+
∫

W (u)Si (t) Ŝk(t + u − d̂)du, (7)

where � denotes a given stochastic trajectory of the process.
Time has been rescaled to remove η. Using the expression
(7), we can evaluate the multidimensional matrix coefficient

ϒi,k, j,l(t, t ′) :=
〈

dK �
ik (t)

dt

dK �
jl (t ′)
dt

〉

, (8)

which is related to the second moment of the weight dynam-
ics (cf. Appendix A.1). The ensemble average denoted by the
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angular brackets in (8) is performed over all stochastic trajec-
tories � ; the terms inside the brackets in (8) self-average over
the randomness in the case of slow learning (van Hemmen
2001). In comparison, the previous companion paper (Gilson
et al. 2009) studied the expectation value of the expression
(7) over all the trajectories, which actually leads to the drift
of the weight, Kik ,

K̇ik(t) =
〈

dK �
ik (t)

dt

〉

. (9)

The term mean (applied to firing rates, weights, etc.) will
refer to an average over the neurons, inputs, connections,
etc., of the network (topological averaging), whereas aver-
aged refers to time averaging, unless specified otherwise.
The term homeostatic equilibrium will refer to the situation
where the mean firing rates and mean weights have reached
an equilibrium, although individual firing rates and weights
may continue to change. The expression emergence of weight
structure will refer to the situation where the learning dynam-
ics has imposed a specific weight structure on the network so
that further learning may cause individual weights to change
but the qualitative character of the distribution (e.g., bimodal)
will remain unchanged.

We recall that it is necessary to introduce bounds on the
weights in numerical simulation because of their tendency to
diverge because of the competition induced by STDP both
upon input and recurrent connections (Kempter et al. 1999;
Gilson et al. 2009). The simulation results presented in this
paper were run using the neuron and learning parameters
listed in Appendix C.

3 Symmetry breaking of the distribution of input
weights with fixed recurrent weights

3.1 Previous results concerning the weight drift

The analysis of the drift of the input weight dynamics for
the network topology described by Fig. 1 when the recurrent
weights are kept fixed has been presented in a companion
paper (Gilson et al. 2009). It showed that STDP implements
two types of behavior on the input weights, namely a homeo-
static equilibrium (under certain conditions on the STDP
parameters) and a divergence of the individual weights.
When one pool has stronger within-pool correlation, the cor-
responding input weights will be potentiated at the expense
of the weights from the other pool provided the mean input
firing rates for the two pools are not too different. We assume
that the two input pools have the same size and focus in the
remainder of this paper on the special case where the two
input pools have the same firing rate ν̂0 and same correlation
strength ĉ0 as defined in (6).

The evolution of the matrix K of the input weights can
be described through two vectors K ê and K ĥ, where ê is a
column vector with all M elements equal to one,

ê := [1, . . . , 1]T, (10)

and ĥ is a column vector where the first M/2 elements are 1
and the next M/2 elements are −1 so that

ĥ :=
∑

1≤k≤M/2

x̂k −
∑

M/2+1≤k≤M

x̂k, (11)

where x̂k is the kth M-column vector of the canonical basis
of R

M , with all M elements equal to zero except the element
on the kth row, which is equal to one. The elements for index
i of the column vectors K ê and K ĥ thus are for each neu-
ron the lumped sum of all input weights, and the difference
between the weight sums coming from each of the two pools
respectively; see Gilson et al. (2009) for details.

In the case of weak correlation, the following condition
ensures homeostatic equilibrium, namely the stability of the
vector K ê of the mean input weights for all neurons (Gilson
et al. 2009):

wout + W̃ ν̂av < 0. (12)

When the inhomogeneities of J are neglected, we can approx-
imate K ê 	 nK

av K ∗
ave, where nK

av is the mean number of input
weights per neuron and K ∗

av is the equilibrium value of the
mean input weight (Gilson et al. 2009); the N -column vector
e is defined similarly to ê in (10). The mean neuron firing
rate νav is then also stable and its equilibrium value can be
approximated by

ν∗
av 	 − winν̂av

wout + W̃ ν̂av
. (13)

When the network is in homeostatic equilibrium, K ĥ
describes the specialization of each neuron to one of the two
input pools: if the i th vector element grows positively (nega-
tively), then neuron i becomes sensitive to input pool 1̂ only
(resp. 2̂). Since the input pools have identical firing rates and
correlation strengths, the evolution of K ĥ is given by

K̇ ĥ = F W ĥ = M κ (1N − J )−1 K ĥ, (14)

where F W , as defined in (4) with � = W , satisfies the equal-
ity F W = (

1N − J
)−1

K ĈW∗ε (Gilson et al. 2009, Eq. 18b).
The constant κ is given by

κ = 1

2
ĈW∗ε

kl (0) = [W ∗ ε](0)
ĉ0ν̂0

2
, (15)

where we have used (5) and (6) with k and l in the same input
pool, � = W ∗ ε and ĉ = ĉ0. The present case corresponds
to γ = γ ′ = κ ′ = 0, in Gilson et al. (2009, Eq. 39b).

The fixed point K (∞)ĥ = 0 is unstable since κ > 0. This
holds because [W ∗ ε](0) > 0 for any “Hebbian” choice of
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STDP window function W such that W (u) > 0 for u < 0, cf.
Fig. 2, which we assume throughout what follows. For ini-
tial conditions in which each neuron is already specialized
to a given input, STDP should reinforce the initial special-
ization. However, for homogeneous initial input weights (in
other words the network is unorganized), K (0)ĥ 	 0 and
the state of the dynamical system lies at the unstable fixed
point so that K ĥ will grow either positively or negatively,
until most input weights become either saturated or quies-
cent. In this case, the drift for K ĥ is initially zero according
to (14) and it is not modified by the convergence towards the
homeostatic equilibrium; higher-order terms may then come
into play and influence the symmetry breaking. If the neu-
rons are not recurrently connected (in a purely feed-forward
network), half of them should specialize to one input pool
and the other half to the other pool (Gütig et al. 2003). In the
remainder of this section, we examine the dynamics of such
symmetry breaking, focusing on the impact of the recurrent
connections on the specialization pattern.

3.2 Impact of fixed recurrent connections

To evaluate the second moment of the stochastic evolution of
the weights K , we proceed in a similar manner to Kempter
et al. (1999), Burkitt et al. (2007) for the analysis of the
weight variance, by evaluating ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) as defined in (8)
for indices i , j and k = l. For each pair of input weights K jk

and Kik from the same external input k to two neurons i and
j , a connection from neuron j to neuron i induces an extra
contribution to the expectation value ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′). This con-
tribution relates to the spike-triggering effect for each pair of
spikes fired by input k and neuron j , as shown in Appen-
dix A, which results in a positively correlated evolution of
the weights K jk and Kik for positive recurrent weights. In
other words, these two weights tend to vary in the same way,
either potentiated or depressed. It follows that the i th and
j th elements of K ĥ tend to behave in the same way at the
beginning of learning, when the input weights split between
the two pools. This means that neurons i and j should have
similar input specialization pattern. A connection back from
neuron i to neuron j reinforces this phenomenon for each
pair of spikes at input k and at neuron i . The contribution is
stronger when win is large, and when wout and W̃ have the
same sign; see (27) in Appendix A.

For a randomly connected network with roughly nK
av =

nK/N and n J
av = n J/N pre-synaptic input and recurrent con-

nections per neuron respectively, the sum over the whole
network of the terms related to the spike-triggering effect
that impact upon all the weight changes is

nK nK
avn J

av

M N
Jav νav

(
wout + W̃ ν̂av

)2
. (16)

Note that this expression would be multiplied by η2 if time
had not been rescaled. This is to be compared with the
increase of the input variance (Kempter et al. 1999, (30) and
(31)) lumped for all the nK input weights

nK
{
(win)2ν̂av + (wout)2νav + W̃ 2ν̂avνav

+2W̃ ν̂avνav

[
win + wout + W̃

(
ν̂av + νav

)]}
, (17)

where W̃ 2 = ∫ [W (u)]2du. The positive correlation of the
evolution of all the input weights Kik coming from all the
inputs k in a homogeneous pool is stronger for denser input
and recurrent connectivity. The difference in magnitude
related to the connectivity between the expressions in (16)
and (17) is given by nK

avn J
av/M N , a fraction that practically

equals one for full input and recurrent connectivity.
As a result, neurons from a recurrently connected group

tend to specialize together to the same input pool, with prob-
ability 50% for each pool, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, b. This
is in contrast to a network with no recurrent connections,
in which each neuron specializes individually and indepen-
dently to one of the two pools, as illustrated in Fig. 4c, d.

A sufficiently large correlation strength ĉ0 is required to
ensure that the diverging behavior of the input weights cor-
responds to a splitting between the two pools and therefore
input selectivity (Gütig et al. 2003). This finding can be qual-
itatively reproduced in a calculation similar to Appendix A
involving Kik and Kil for one neuron i and two inputs k and l,
see Appendix B.

3.3 Non-homogeneous fixed recurrent connections

Partial connectivity with low density and/or small recurrent
weights weaken the group symmetry-breaking effect. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a network of two groups of neu-
rons (cf. Fig. 7) with partial connectivity both for the plastic
input (30%) and the fixed recurrent connections (30% within-
group and 10% between-group). The specialization is weaker
than that for full connectivity, cf. Fig. 4a. In addition, neu-
ron group 1 (weight mean represented by the thick dashed
trace) weakly specialized to input pool 1̂, while group 2
(thick dashed-dotted trace) specialized to pool 2̂. This relates
to the fact that the neuron groups have stronger feedback
within themselves than between each other and thus may
evolve in an independent way. The behavior illustrated in
Fig. 5 is interesting in that it contrasts with the “naturally”
expected specialization of the network, where the two neu-
ron groups select the same input pool because of positive
coupling (recurrent weights) between them; in general, spe-
cialization to the same input pool is more likely to occur than
to different input pools.

For stronger fixed recurrent weights, the two neuron
groups tend to specialize to the same input pool, whereas
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Fig. 4 Symmetry breaking of the input weights for N = 60 neurons
and two pools of M/2 = 30 inputs each. a, b Full recurrent connectiv-
ity versus c, d no recurrent connections. The plots a, c show the traces
of the elements of K ĥ for each neuron (grey thin solid lines) and the
mean over all the neurons of K ĥ (black thick dashed line). The grey
dashed line at zero corresponds to no specialization. The matrix graphs
(b, d) show the matrix K (neuron indexed vertically; input horizontally
with first pool on the left and second pool on the right) at the end of
learning; darker pixels stand for potentiated weights. For full recurrent
connectivity, almost all neurons (b 60 vs. 0) specialized to the first input
pool and the mean of the K ĥ is clearly positive (a). In contrast, for no
recurrent connections, the neurons specialized almost evenly between
the two input pools (d 33 vs. 27) and the mean of the K ĥ is almost zero
(c)

for smaller recurrent weights they may specialize to different
input pools, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The y-axis indicates the
degree of specialization to different input pools measured by

0  1000  2000

−1

 0 

 1

time (s)

Fig. 5 Symmetry breaking of the input weights for two pools of
M/2 = 100 correlated inputs each, and a network made of two groups
of N = 200 neurons each. Input weights are initially random (±10% of
the mean value 0.03), with partial connectivity (30%). The two groups
of neurons have stronger connectivity within each (30% with mean
0.015 ± 10%) than between them (10% with mean 0.008 ± 10%). The
plot line coding is similar to Fig. 4a, c. The first group of neurons
(#1–100, weight mean in thick dashed line with only a representative
portion plotted) specialized to the first input pool while the second group
(#101–200, mean in thick dashed-dotted line) to the second input pool

0  0.005  0.01  0.015
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1

between−group coupling

Fig. 6 Illustration of the specialization of two neuron groups as a func-
tion of the coupling between them. Each plotted point represents the
outcome of a simulation for one network configuration. The simulated
network was similar to that of Fig. 5, except for the strength of coupling
between the two groups, that is, the recurrent weights between them that
have a fixed mean weight (x-axis in the plot) with partial connectivity
(15%). The y-axis is a measure of the difference in the specialization
between the two neuron groups: high values indicate specialization to
different input pools (the vector h is defined in the text)

the scalar value |hT K ĥ|/NnK
av Kav, where h is the N -column

vector defined similar to ĥ with N/2 elements equal to 1 and
N/2 equal to −1. The probability of selecting different input
pools decreases when the between-group coupling increases.
The recurrent connections only have a higher-order impact on
the symmetry breaking of the input weights, which induces a
(probabilistic) trend to jointly specialize. For more complex
network architectures, the coupling related to the recurrent
connections may lead to non-trivial competition between net-
work areas.
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3.4 Dependence upon neuron model, initial conditions
and learning parameters

The results shown here correspond to W̃ < 0 and short recur-
rent delays (cf. Appendix C); similar results were obtained
with W̃ > 0 and/or larger recurrent delays (e.g., 10 ms).
Note that the presence of recurrent connections changes the
equilibrium value of the mean input weight K ∗

av, which has
an impact on the weight saturation through the number of
potentiated versus quiescent weights.

From a population-statistics point of view, the input firing
rates, spike-time correlations and initial weights need not
be exactly fine-tuned to ensure that symmetry breaking in
one way or the other is equally probable over all neurons.
In other words, when K (∞)ĥ and K (0)ĥ are not strictly
zero, the uncertainty due to the initial distribution of the input
and recurrent weights, when homogeneous, still leads to an
equiprobable specialization to one of the two input pools.
This situation occurs in particular for partial input connectiv-
ity, where individual neurons may receive more connections
from one input pool than the other. We observed that spike-
triggering effects were sufficiently strong to play a role even
for 30% random input connectivity and 10% spread of the
initial input weights around their mean (Fig. 5).

In addition to the input connectivity and the initial dis-
tribution of the input weights, the stochastic nature of the
Poisson neurons has an influence upon the weight dynamics:
the intrinsic randomness of the output favors equiprobabil-
ity of specialization to each of the two input pools for any
input spiking history. Similar results were obtained using a
deterministic version of the integrate-and-fire neuron model,
which required the addition of an external source of back-
ground activity in place of the spontaneous rate ν0 of the
Poisson neuron model. For this purpose, we have used an
extra input pool of uncorrelated Poisson spike trains with
random and fixed input connectivity.

4 Discussion

The competition induced by STDP between the input connec-
tions from pools of spike trains with balanced firing rates and
within-pool correlations results in symmetry breaking for a
homogeneous initial distribution of the input weights (Gütig
et al. 2003). For two input pools with balanced within-pool
correlation but no between-pool correlation, sufficiently cor-
related inputs (but in the range of small correlations) are nec-
essary in order to obtain an asymptotic bimodal distribution
of the input weights that corresponds to a splitting between
the two pools. This holds for a broad range of STDP parame-
ters, provided they correspond to a stabilization of the firing
rates; see Gilson et al. (2009) for more details on the stability
conditions. The influence of non-identical but similar input

a b

c d

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the input weight specialization (a,
c) before and (b, d) after to the learning epoch for two network topol-
ogies (top vs. bottom). The neuron groups (top circles) in the network
become sensitive to only one of the two correlated input pools (bot-
tom filled circles) through the potentiation of some input weights (very
thick arrow) at the expense of the other input weights that are depressed
(dashed thick arrow). (a ⇒ b) Sufficiently strong recurrent connections
(thin arrow) induce a group symmetry-breaking effect. c ⇒ d In the
case of inhomogeneous recurrent connectivity (strong connections in
thin solid arrows compared to weak ones in thin dotted arrows), this
can result in some cases in neuron groups becoming specialized to dis-
tinct input pools

firing rates and spike-time correlations has yet to be studied
in more depth. This robust specialization occurs whatever the
detail of the shape of the STDP learning window function W
(provided it is “Hebbian”, cf. Sec. 2.1), PSP kernel ε and
homogeneous input delays.

During symmetry breaking, the non-learning connections
can play a determining role, for example, in causing neu-
rons with fixed excitatory recurrent connections to special-
ize in the same way, as illustrated in Fig. 7. This group effect
takes place at the beginning of learning; when the neurons
become sufficiently specialized, the drift takes over and rein-
forces the initial symmetry breaking, because of the insta-
bility of the fixed point related to the differential equation
(14). “Fast” learning (as presented in this paper) implies
noise in the weight dynamics but does not prevent the weight
structure from emerging; a smaller learning rate η still leads
to similar neuronal specialization because of the diverging
weight behavior. STDP thus provides a framework for cor-
tical self-organization, in the textbook case where learning
takes place on the excitatory connections from some external
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inputs whereas the remaining connections are considered
fixed. Our results can be linked, for example, to the emer-
gence of ocular-dominance areas in the primary visual cor-
tex, when specializing to one ocular pathway (left or right
eye) in the first weeks of life of new-born mammals. The two
assumptions of stronger local excitatory connections than
those at a longer range and of more correlation for spike trains
within each ocular pathway than between the two pathways,
are sufficient to qualitatively obtain the emergence of spe-
cialized recurrently connected areas sensitive to the inputs
from only one eye. Other versions of STDP are expected to
generate similar group specialization so long as they gen-
erate both a homeostatic equilibrium and a splitting of the
weight distribution depending upon the input correlations.
Higher-order effects due to the recurrent connections may
combine with non-linearities in other STDP models (Gütig
et al. 2003; Burkitt et al. 2004; Appleby and Elliott 2006) or
specific input structures (e.g., Leibold et al. 2002) to intro-
duce further complexity in the weight dynamics.

These results are intended to shed analytical light on pre-
vious work that used numerical simulations to show the emer-
gence of a cortical-like organization due to STDP
(Choe and Miikkulainen 1998; Wenisch et al. 2005). The
present study has made minimal assumptions about the net-
work topology and the input firing rate and correlation struc-
tures in order to explore the input specialization behavior in a
recurrent network. More complex weight dynamics are likely
to occur in a more detailed network topology inspired by
the cortex, such as short-range excitatory and medium-range
inhibitory connections in visual cortex (von der Malsburg
1973). The results presented here have some bearing on pre-
vious work on ocular dominance (von der Malsburg 1973;
Swindale 1996; Elliott and Shadbolt 1999; Goodhill 2007);
most of the models proposed or cited by von der Malsburg
(1973) and Swindale (1996) interestingly combine the same
dynamical ingredients as those shown here to be generated
by STDP, namely a combination of stabilization and diver-
gence. However, a more complete understanding of this phe-
nomenon requires the analysis of the effect of STDP on the
recurrent weights, which is the subject of subsequent papers
in this series, and consequently the relationship of our work
to these previous models will be discussed there.
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Appendix A: Symmetry breaking within K
for different neurons

This appendix details some calculations related to the study
of the impact of recurrent connections on the symmetry
breaking performed by STDP on input connections through
the second stochastic moment of their weight dynamics.

A.1 Second moment of the stochastic evolution of K

Here, we consider ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) defined in (8) for indices i , j
and k = l. This coefficient relates to the relative evolution of
the weights Kik and K jk : the sign of ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) indicates
whether Kik and K jk tend to evolve in the same direction or
not (potentiation or depression). We only consider the simpli-
fied case of identical input firing rates ν̂k = ν̂0 and spike-time
correlation (ĉ0). From (7) we have

dK �
ik (t)

dt

dK �
jk (t

′)
dt

=
[
(win)2 Ŝk(t − d̂) Ŝk(t

′ − d̂)

+(wout)2Si (t)S j (t
′)

+winwout Ŝk(t − d̂)S j (t
′)

+winwout Si (t) Ŝk(t
′ − d̂)

+win
∫

W (u)Si (t) Ŝk(t + u − d̂) Ŝk(t
′ − d̂) du

+win
∫

W (u) Ŝk(t − d̂) Ŝk(t
′ + u′ − d̂)S j (t

′) du′

+wout
∫

W (u)Si (t) Ŝk(t + u − d̂)S j (t
′) du

+wout
∫

W (u′)Si (t) Ŝk(t
′ + u′ − d̂)S j (t

′) du′

+
∫ ∫

W (u)W (u′)Si (t) Ŝk(t + u − d̂)

Ŝk(t
′ + u′ − d̂)S j (t

′) du du′]. (18)

The leading-order drift obtained when taking the expectation

value of the sum of these nine terms is 〈 dK �
ik (t)
dt 〉〈 dK �

jk (t ′)
dt 〉,

while neglecting the autocorrelation effects and some prob-
abilistic interdependence of the spike trains Ŝk , Si and S j .
This leading-order term is almost zero when the input mean
weights are stable around their equilibrium value for all neu-
rons, which follows from
〈

dK �
ik (t)

dt

〉

= K̇ik(t) = 0 (19)

for all indices k and i . Consequently, higher orders involv-
ing autocorrelation effects of inputs and neurons may have
an impact on the evolution of Kik and K jk when they have
reached the homeostatic equilibrium. We identify different
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kinds of contributions: the first-order autocorrelation terms
that are independent of the network connectivity, which will
not be discussed here, see Kempter et al. (1999) for details;
spike-triggering effects (second-order in terms of autocorre-
lation) that depend on the connectivity; and further orders
that will not be considered, i.e., terms that arise from recur-
rent synaptic paths of length two or more.

A.2 Recurrent connections and spike-triggering effect

We focus on the spike-triggering effects related to recurrent
connections when taking the ensemble average of (18) for
two given neurons i �= j and a given input k. First, we
consider a single recurrent connection j → i with weight
Ji j > 0, ignoring all other recurrent connections. Spike-trig-
gering effects due to the autocorrelation of input k arise in
the second, seventh, eighth and ninth terms of the rhs of (18).

In the second term of (18), taking the ensemble average of
Si (t)S j (t ′) induces an additional term Ji j ε(t−t ′−d) 〈S j (t ′)〉
due to the autocorrelation of neuron j , which stems form the
relationship

〈
Si (t)S j (t

′)
〉 = 〈

ρi (t)S j (t
′)
〉
, (20)

where ρi (t) involves Ji j [ε ∗ S j ](t − d). This leads to the
following contribution to ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) induced by Ji j

(wout)2 Ji j ε(t − t ′ − d)
〈
S j (t

′)
〉
. (21)

For each spike fired by neuron j at time t ′, there is a non-zero
contribution given by (21) for all times t ≥ t ′ + d such that
ε(t − t ′ − d) �= 0.

The seventh term of (18) gives

wout Ji j

∫

W (u) ε(t − t ′ − d)

× 〈
S j (t

′) Ŝk(t + u − d̂)
〉
du

	 wout Ji j ε(t − t ′ − d)
〈
S j (t

′)
〉

×
∫

W (u)
〈
Ŝk(t + u − d̂)

〉
du, (22)

where S j (t ′) and Ŝk(t + u − d̂) are taken to be independent,
which is equivalent to considering only the leading-order in
terms of the autocorrelation of neuron j . Likewise, the eighth
term of (18) gives

wout Ji j

∫

W (u′) ε(t − t ′ − d)

× 〈
S j (t

′) Ŝk(t
′ + u′ − d̂

〉
du′

	 wout Ji j ε(t − t ′ − d)
〈
S j (t

′)
〉

×
∫

W (u′)
〈
Ŝk(t

′ + u′ − d̂)
〉
du′. (23)

Finally, the ninth term in (18) gives

Ji j

∫ ∫

W (u)W (u′) ε(t − t ′ − d) (24)

× 〈
S j (t

′) Ŝk(t + u − d̂) Ŝk(t
′ + u′ − d̂)

〉
du du′

	 Ji j ε(t − t ′ − d)
〈
S j (t

′)
〉
∫ ∫

W (u)W (u′)

× 〈
Ŝk(t + u − d̂)

〉〈
Ŝk(t

′ + u′ − d̂)
〉
du du′.

Summing the four terms in (21), (22), (23) and (24), we
obtain the total contribution to ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) induced by the
single weight Ji j

Ji j ε(t − t ′ − d)
〈
S j (t

′)
〉

(25)
[

wout +
∫

W (u)
〈
Ŝk(t + u − d̂)

〉
du

]2

,

which is positive since the instantaneous firing rate 〈S j (t ′)〉,
ε and the recurrent weight Ji j are positive.

This additional contribution implies that ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) is
more positive in the presence of the recurrent connection
j → i . This induces a more positively correlated evolution
of Kik and K jk , which means that they tend to evolve in the
same direction: either they both increase or decrease.

Since weights vary slowly compared to the time scale of
the neuronal activation mechanisms related to ε, d and d̂, we
integrated (25) over time to obtain the time-averaged effect.
In the case of homogeneous inputs, this leads to

Ji j νav
(
wout + W̃ ν̂av

)2
, (26)

since the integral of ε is normalized to one. Using the approx-
imation of the equilibrium value of νav in (13), the expression
(26) becomes

− Ji j ν̂av win (
wout + W̃ ν̂av

)
> 0. (27)

Recall that (wout + W̃ ν̂av) < 0 is required for homeostatic
stability.

Note that, because J has no self-connections, the diago-
nal terms Jii do not contribute to the variance of the input
weights, which is related to ϒi,k,i,k(t, t ′).

A.3 Arbitrary homogeneous connectivity

We now consider the situation when each input and recurrent
connection have the probability nK/N M and n J/N (N − 1)

resp. of existing (recall that nK and n J are the number of
input and recurrent connections resp.). We average (26) over
the whole network for all triplets (k, i, j) to obtain the time-
averaged contribution to

∑
k→i

∑
k→ j ϒi,k, j,k(t, t ′) due to
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all recurrent connections

M N (N − 1)

(
nK

N M

)2
n J

N (N − 1)
Jav νav

(
wout + W̃ ν̂av

)2

	 nK nK
avn J

av

M N
Jav νav

(
wout + W̃ ν̂av

)2
, (28)

where nK
av = nK/N and n J

av = n J/N are the mean numbers
per neuron of pre-synaptic external input connections and
pre-synaptic recurrent connections, respectively.

Appendix B: Symmetry breaking through
competition between input weights

We consider the equivalent of (18) for
dK �

ik (t)
dt

dK �
il (t ′)
dt with

two external inputs k �= l and recurrently connected neuron i .
When k and l come from the same correlated input pool with
correlation strength ĉ, an additional contribution for t = t ′
to ϒi,k,i,l(t, t ′) defined in (8) arises from the autocorrelation
of inputs k �= l, namely

ĉν̂av

(
win + W̃νav

)2
. (29)

This contribution multiplied by the number of external input
connections nK is to be compared with the evaluation of the
increase of the external input weight variance in (17), which

Table 1 List of simulation parameters

Time step 10−4 s

Simulation duration 2.5 × 103 s

Input Poisson spike trains

Firing rates ν̂av = 30 Hz

Correlation strength ĉav = 0 − 0.1

Poisson neurons

Instantaneous firing rate ν0 = 5 Hz

Synapses

Rise time constant τA = 1 ms

Decay time constant τB = 5 ms

Mean of recurrent delays d = 0.4 ms

Spread of recurrent delays ±0.2 ms

Mean of input delays d̂ = 7 ms

Spread of input delays ±1 ms

STDP

Learning parameter η = 10−5

Pre-synaptic rate-based coefficient win = 4

Post-synaptic rate-based coefficient wout = −0.5

Potentiation time constant τP = 17 ms

Potentiation scaling coefficient cP = 15

Depression time constant τD = 34 ms

Depression scaling coefficient cD = 10

“generates” the symmetry breaking. In order for the symme-
try breaking to occur between different external input pools
and not within the pools, it is necessary that the correlation
strength ĉ be sufficiently large that the expression in (29) is
comparable with that in (17), as shown by Gütig et al. (2003).

Appendix C: Simulation parameters

The results in this paper were obtained using discrete-time
numerical simulation and the parameters listed in Table 1,
unless stated otherwise. The STDP window function W is
given by

W (u) =
{

cP exp (u/τP ) for u < 0
−cD exp (−u/τD) for u > 0.

(30)

The PSP kernel ε is defined by

ε(t) =
{

exp(t/τB )−exp(t/τA)
τB−τA

for t ≥ 0
0 for t < 0.

(31)

The synaptic weights are not normalized, but defined such
that the sum of the pre-synaptic weights for each neuron is of
the order of one. This implies that the effective rate of change
per second for the weights is roughly two orders of magni-
tude below (10−2) their upper bound. These parameters are
in the same range as those used in previous studies (Kempter
et al. 1999; Burkitt et al. 2007).
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